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The A101 is the only USB powered device that contains an A/D and D/A converter on board, without
the need for an external voltage or current-limiting resistor. On-board power-saving circuitry
automatically shuts down the A/D and D/A converters to reduce power consumption. In addition,
there is a built-in resistive audio balancer circuit that automatically provides the 50/60 Hz ripple
correction whenever the A/D converter is enabled. This feature automatically eliminates any audible
hum or noise caused by the power-saving circuitry. Convert MKV to MP4/ MOV, AVI, VOB, MP3, AAC
and other video files. The MKV video format can be played on Apple iPhone or iPad. iPadConverter is
also capable of converting MKV to DVD, iPod, PSP, 3GP, iPhone and more formats. Moreover, it
enables you to reduce the video size and encode to mobile devices MP4 video format with maximum
quality. It can decode and convert every video file that can be played on the device. Easily convert
DVD to iPhone and iPod Converter can convert DVD and all kinds of DVD disk to iPhone and iPod
video format. You can take pictures from DVD to iPod, including still images, video clips and screen
captures. With iPodConverter, you can have a high-quality photo album with your favorite video. It
can extract audio from DVD, rip the audio tracks, and output to iPod with MP3, AAC, AC-3 and eAAC+
file formats. The DXO DNG is like the DNG you get when you produce a pano or hdr in LR ie.
effectively a Tif in a DNG wrapper. When you open this raw in a raw converter they may
automatically apply their own capture sharpening thus double sharpening the file as DXO has
already applied capture sharpening. It's also worth bearing in mind that DXO will apply a varying
amount of lens sharpening (capture sharpening) across the frame to match the specific lenses
sharpness characteristics ie. more sharpening towards the edges. This double capture sharpening
may be the reason for some of the over sharpened comments.
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